The TRUE Learning Partnership Bulletin - Summer Term 2021
Message from Trust Leader,
Richard Middlebrook
I want to start by saying a huge
thank you to you all for all of
your hard work so far this
calendar year. Last term was
again somewhat challenging
with the additional pressures of
the ever changing COVID
situation. Our secondary
schools have carried out 1000’s
of lateral flow tests in school, as
well as dealing with managing
the cancellation of exams. Our
primary schools have continued
to operate within tight
restrictions whilst keeping our
students safe and happy in
school. All our schools were
able to provide an excellent
remote learning offer during
January and February (at very
short notice), they played a
vital role in supporting their
local communities and families,
especially those whose children
are in receipt of free school
meals.
Everyone involved in our
schools has done a remarkable
job in making all of this happen,
as indicated by the feedback
our schools have received from
parent and carers, thank you.
I hope you all enjoyed your
Easter break and managed to
have some well-deserved time
out to relax.

Both Peter and Chris will be
working closely with our
Leaders across all our schools.
We are extremely confident
that our new executive
leaders will be great additions
to our TTLP team. This is a
Trust with a very exciting
future ahead of it and I know
Peter and Chris will build on
the firm foundations they
have inherited and help take
our schools forward and
make us the premier Multi
Academy Trust in the region.

CFO and CEO Recruitment
I am pleased to inform you
that we have now
successfully recruited a
permanent Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) and a Chief
Finance Officer (CFO) to the
Trust.
Peter Cox will take up the
role of CEO in September
2021. He brings with him a
wealth of experience,
particularly in terms of
school improvement which
will benefit all of the schools
within TTLP and we feel sure
he will be a huge asset to our
Trust.
Chris Trask will join us in May
2021 in the role of CFO and
again Chris brings with him a
vast amount of experience,
particularly in leading
financial teams within an
educational environment.

I look forward to leading the
Trust through the remainder
of this term and again thank
you all for your hard work,
support, professionalism,
dedication and commitment
over recent months.
Best wishes
Richard Middlebrook
Acting Trust Leader TTLP
https://truelearning.org.uk/

